2019 Graduating Fellows
Bhat, Pavan - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Bock, Ashley - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship
Borges, Nyal - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Grimaldi, Adam - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Hansen, Jonathan - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship
Higgins, Andrew - Cleveland Clinic Critical Care
Koeth, Robert - Cleveland Clinic EP Research ABIM Research Pathway
Lambert, Cameron - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Mani, Preeithi - Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship
Meredith, Dane - Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship
Nakhla, Shady - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Noll, Andrew - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship
Schenone, Aldo - Advanced Imaging Fellowship, Brigham & Women’s Hospital
Shah, Nishant - Cardiovascular Medicine Staff, Duke Medical Center

2018 Graduating Fellows
Aagaard, Phil - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (ongoing)
Aksut, Baran – Interventional Fellows, University of Washington (ongoing)
Albert, Chony - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Heart Failure Staff, Cleveland Clinic)
Gonzalez, Matthew - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Practice Heart Failure, Grand Rapid, MI)
Huded, Chetan - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (ongoing)
Mandsager Kyle - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (ongoing)
Rossi, Jeff - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (ongoing)
Trulock, Kevin – Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (ongoing)
Tsutsui, Rayji - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (ongoing)
Vakamudi Sneha – Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship (ongoing)
Wagener, John - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (ongoing)
White Solaru, Khendi – Cleveland Clinic Vascular Medicine Fellowship (Faculty, Cardiovascular Medicine University Hospitals Cleveland)

2017 Graduating Fellows
Aggarwal, Bhuvnesh – Houston Methodist Hospital Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Springfield, IL)
Bassiouny, Mohamed - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Practice Electrophysiology, Austin, TX)
Bumgarner, Joseph - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Practice, Electrophysiology, Durham, NC)
Clark, Donald – University of Mississippi – Jackson, MS, Cardiology Faculty
Gage, Ann – Interventional Fellowship, University Hospitals, Cleveland, OH (Intervention Staff, Cleveland Clinic)
Gentry James - Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship (Practice Imaging Nashville, TN)
Hill, Terence – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Charlotte, NC)
Kerrigan, Jimmy – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Nashville, TN)
Kiehl, Eric - Cleveland Clinic Electrophysiology Fellowship (Sentara Health, Eastern Virginia Medical School - Faculty Electrophysiology, Norfolk VA)
Patel, Jay - Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Practice Intervention, Clearwater, FL)
Summers, Matthew – Cleveland Clinic Interventional Fellowship (Sentara Health, Eastern Virginia Medical School - Faculty Intervention, Norfolk VA)
Tower-Rader, Albree - Cleveland Clinic Imaging Fellowship (Massachusetts General Hospital - Imaging Faculty, Boston, MA)
Varian, Kenneth - Cleveland Clinic Heart Failure Fellowship (Practice Heart Failure, Akron, OH)